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PLA Ad GrouPs For eAcH Product
While multiple ad groups for Product Listing Ad campaigns are a good idea,  
creAting An Ad grouP for every Product is A basic  
segmentation strategy.
 
it’s easy to assume that creating product targets at the product-level (sKu) 
gives a retailer the best chance for success. But the reality is much different. 
from experience we’ve seen that product-level only campaigns:
 
•  Are difficult to manage effectively even with bid automation in place 
•  generally don’t maximize impression share for products
•  spread ad spend too thinly without taking into account specific conversion  
    rates among similar or top-performing products
•  Limit opportunities for increased product exposure by isolating high  
    quality score across individual products instead of related product groups

retailers are bombarded with sales reps from large agencies asking them a 
simple question - Why aren’t you building out PLA ad groups by product?

it’s a great question actually and helps the agency tell a compelling story 
about how retailers are leaving $$$ on the table by ignoring this “cutting 
edge” PLA strategy. there’s only one problem with this story – Product 
level ad grouPs are only one Piece of the Puzzle and not the 
entire solution. 

How did tHis BAsic strAteGy  
Become conventionAL wisdom?
Because it’s a simple narrative and it’s easy to automate.

in theory, building an ad group per product makes a ton of sense. in theory, 
it gives the retailer full bidding control for each product and the ability to use 
technology to automate the product bids. this is a very easy concept to  
understand and great ammunition for a sales team. it’s also extremely easy 
for an agency to automate. they setup roi based rules for each client and 
they let the technology run the account.
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wHy it’s Just A BAsic strAteGy
creating an ad group for a specific product that’s a top seller can be  
beneficial if it is used sparingly and under the watchful eye of a  
dedicated account analyst. even then, the retailer should still have a 
backup plan to re-add these products to theme based ad groups  
contingent on performance.

We have tested the product-level ad group approach extensively and 
it hurt roi in the vast majority of cases. When the retailer puts the  
product-level ad group strategy into practice, they quickly realize the 
shortcomings of this approach.

Let’s look at actual results from one of our clients who implemented the 
automated product-level ad group approach:

tHe resuLts
Here are the results from the online retailer clean it supply that  
switched from a cPc strategy campaign structure to a product-level ad 
group strategy with a 100% automated approach:

AutomAted Product LeveL Ad GrouP strAteGy*

traffic:  -34.94%

revenue:  -56.67%

orders:  -58.33%

Average order value (Aov):  +3.99%

conversion rate:  -36.10%

*Time Periods Compared: May 15 - June 5 with CPC Strategy vs. June 6 - 
June 27 with automated (product-level strategy) solution
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After seeing negative results with almost every key metric using the  
automated product-level strategy, clean it supply decided to revert back 
to cPc strategy PLA management. Here are those results:

cPc strAteGy PLA mAnAGement*

traffic:  +12.80%

revenue:  +104.55%

orders:  +88.97%

Average order value (Aov):  +8.25%

conversion rate:  +67.66%

*Time Periods Compared: June 6 - June 27 with automated (product-level 
strategy) solution vs June 28 - July 19 with CPC Strategy

Creating an ad group for every product can lead to less traffic, fewer 
conversions, and ultimately less revenue. 

How to BrinG A PLA cAmPAiGn 
BAck to LiFe
creating a basic product-level strategy is a good first step when building out 
a PLA campaign, but it shouldn’t be the only segmentation strategy.

Although an automated product-level campaign looks like it gives  
retailers more control and helps them analyze product level performance, 
it generally limits control and leads to a poor roi. truth is, retailers can 
easily pull that same product-level data in google Analytics when using a 
multi-faceted strategy and still be able to make product-level adjustments 
through the feed when necessary.
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creAte A toP PerFormers Ad GrouP

create a “top Performers” ad group to build out product-level targets for 
top performing products. Limiting this ad group to the top 10% of  
inventory is most effective at maximizing volume and roi. 

Diluting this ad group with too many product-level targets actually  
decreases overall volume. As counter-intuitive as this may seem, the 
data proves this in the vast majority of cases.

Focus on BrAnd LeAders

if a retailer sells a number of similar items, or items with variations, they 
should pick the top selling item out of that group and give it a higher bid. 
this ensures that the top selling variant is always ranking high for searches 
related to that product.

for the rest of the inventory, focus on grouping products by product type 
and brand. the retailer can also use custom labels to group products by 
price range, season, etc. the retailer wants to get granular enough to 
manage the campaign effectively, but not so granular that it hurts sales 
volume. Finding that balance requires constant testing. 

the product-level strategy should be part of a retailer’s PLA toolkit, but 
using just one basic strategy for an entire feed is ineffective and can  
actually reduce overall volume.

key tAkeAwAys

•  creating an ad group per product should be used sparingly and  
    monitored strictly by an account analyst

•  Keep poor-performers in the product feed and penny-bid that ad group

•  Break out ad groups by product types, brands, poor performers,  
     seasonal items, and top-sellers based on performance data

•   re-add product-level ad groups to themed ad groups if the data does   
     not reveal improved results
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FinAL tHouGHts

As with all online advertising there is not one strategy that guarantees optimal 
results in every case. smart retailers looking to get the best return on their ad 
spend understand the importance of testing and evaluating multiple strategies. 
A well-managed Product Listing Ad campaign is structured as follows:

As much as advertisers would like to implement one type of approach and 
call it a day, the reality is that each approach is just one component of a 
comprehensive Product Listing Ad strategy. By using a diverse set of  
strategies and shifting ad spend to ad groups that perform well, retailers  
can optimize campaigns to acquire impressions, clicks, and ultimately sales.
 
No retailer wants to leave money on the table. With the comprehensive 
strategy illustrated above, advertisers can rest assured they have the best  
framework in place to get the most out of their Product Listing Ads campaigns.

comprehensive  
strategy
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When you think  
of PLA strategy,  

think CPC Strategy

Are you stiLL HAvinG A rouGH time  
mAnAGinG your PLA cAmPAiGn?
our google shopping PLA service was designed for you.

We’re here To LeND A hAND. if you have any lingering questions,  
comments, or feedback, please feel free to reach out. thank you!

( Get PLA management from the pros )

http://cpcstrategy.com/product-listing-ads/management/
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